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THE TASK

OUR VISION

Envision the ideal Cincinnati experience within the built
environment that will enable Cincinnati to become a “best-in-class
city” with an excellent quality of life for its residents and which is
attractive to visitors.

As a team of 5th year Graphic Communication Design majors at the
University of Cincinnati’s College of Design, Art, Architecture, and Planning,
we desire to engage the downtown Cincinnati area, discover its unique
assets, and identify the gaps along the way.

Develop key strategies to create a truly remarkable experience in
one’s time downtown. Connect and engage with both businesses,
members of the community, and organizations involved in the
development of the downtown area.

With our diverse design team and the help of Downtown Cincinnati Inc.,
we have created a beautiful system of connecting all of the communities
of the central business district together. By building up and creating public
spaces in the downtown area, we hope to increase walkability, community,
and passion for the deep heritage and culture of Cincinnati.

A great city is one where people want to go out of their homes.
Public space is a magical good, and it never ceases to yield
pleasure; we should give it a lot of attention. Public good prevails
over private interest. A great city is where we all feel included.
ENRIQUE PENALOSA
former mayor of Bogata Columbia
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VISION & RESEARCH
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SISTER CITY
MUNICH
Munich is one of Germany’s oldest and
biggest cities. It also happens to be one of
Cincinnati’s sister cities. As it is well known,
Cincinnati has a deeply rooted German
history. So it made sense to our team to
research and discover what we could learn
from our sister. There are many parallels
between Cincinnati and Munich. Some of
the most prominent things are, large festivals, strong heritage in iconic landmarks,
value in the arts, and large public festivals.
What Munich has done very successfully is
preserving it’s rich heritage by embracing its
history. Part of how they have accomplished
this is by mandating laws that only allow tall
buildings (skyscrapers) to be built outside
city limits. This way the cultural landmarks
that have existed for centuries remain at the
heart and core of the city. This is how they
have very successfully leveraged the old
with the new.
Munich also is a wonderful city for pedestrian with an extensive public transportation
system, and pedestrian only parts of the city.
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AREAS DOWNTOWN
WELL KNOWN AREAS DOWNTOWN:
When posed with the question, name the ares of downtown,
most residents and visitors can only identify a select few.
Through some quick user research we found the most well
known areas to be OTR, Fountain Square and the Banks. The
areas and their contents in between and to the sides of these
were unfamiliar to the downtown visitors.
OTR:
OTR has been around for a very long time and has been
well known in many different capacities. In recent years
since it’s revitalization it has become the hippest place to
be downtown. It is home to beloved Washington Park, a
thriving nightlife, and many new business ventures.
FOUNTAIN SQUARE:
Fountain Square is at the heart of downtown. It is the main
gathering place where lots of events occur.
THE BANKS:
If the sports teams weren’t enough to make it a prominent
area the recent developments certainly have. Nightlife,
restaurants, museums, parks and residential units have
become the newest places to be developed downtown.
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BENCHMARKING CINCINNATI SIGNAGE
VEHICULAR SIGNS:
There are a wide array of vehicular signs that exist in downtown Cincinnati. A few different systems located in various
areas. Almost all of them are color coded to some degree.
At times these color codes can be overwhelming and hard
to decipher.

MATERIALITY:
The street signs vary as one navigates through downtown.
Sometimes they match the character of the area and other times
the are the basic standard issue ones. Some of the poles are
wrought iron while some have been painted black to match the
aesthetic. They are very disjointed and appear unrelated.

BRANDS:
Cincinnati has many different brands that are prominent
throughout the downtown area. Some common similarities
between them include the use of red, blue, and green, art
deco inspired typography, and simplicity. One of the newest
branding systems that has been prominent in the downtown
area is that of Washington Park and Fountain Square. By
having a similar presence within the city and online they are
starting to feel apart of a larger system.
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PROMINENT CINCINNATI LOGOS
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SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY
WASHINGTON PARK:
A few years ago Washington Park was
nothing more than a small playground
and an area that people wanted to
avoid. And then some people came in
and decided to develop and revitalize
the area. With the help of programing
Washington Park has become a main
destination.
It leveraged the already prominent
wrought iron designs found in Over-theRhine area and the iconic landmark of
Cincinnati Music hall as a breathtaking
backdrop. Consistent use of brand and
materials helps this park to have a strong
visual presence online and in print. All
of these things help residents and visitors
identify and connect with the park.
But more importantly it leaves people
wanting to return.
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STRUGGLING COMMUNITY
8TH STREET DESIGN DISTRICT:
Established in 2010 with a grand total of 18 organizations.
The community was started off with a growing awareness
from the public. While still delivering brilliant design work
to the community and the world, the district has struggled to
grow as a definited downtown community.
Unfortunately now for those who do not work in the design
industry or are not frequent visitors of the area they remain
unaware of this district. While there are still an abundance
of design firms in the area, the district has no real presence
there in today’s society.
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STRATEGY
PROBLEM:
Cincinnati has major gaps between already existing main
destinations such as Fountain Square, OTR, and the Banks. Due to
these gaps, the downtown area lacks a sense of connection and
fails to highlight the potential of the communities in between.

GOAL:
To create a sense of place and connection in the gap areas
by creative place-making, wayfinding, and programming for
the growing community cores that lie in between.

TACTICS:
Improving and building upon existing Cincinnati wayfinding
and visual language systems
Propose stronger pedestrian signage to build walkability
Strengthen communities by highlighting their unique characteristic
through design assets and structural materials
Focus on areas that are critically placed in between main
destination areas
Engage residents with programming specific to their community
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COMPONENT 1
Develop an over-arching Cincinnati wayfinding
system that focuses on pedestrian walkability
and increases their awareness of communities

COMPONENT 2
Choose a critically placed location to
implement the over-arching wayfinding and
explore the benefits of building up a community
identity and public space
Critically placed:
An area that connects already
prospering communities, but in
itself lacks a draw and desire to
be traversed. Thus, the chosen
test location should provide
important access points to other
communities and show potential
for future development.

STRATEGY
St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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CHOOSING A LOCATION
VEHICULAR:
While other highway entries and exits come into exciting views of the
downtown area, this vicinity comes into an empty looking edge of the
city only featuring the Horseshoe Casino. It lacks an enticing entry
point that promotes exploring.

STREETCAR:
With the upcoming streetcar, opportunity is wide-open at the new
stops that will be implemented. Each stop should offer a point of
interest and yet, several along Main Street fail to do so.

ST. XAVIER PARK COMPONENTS
CHURCH:

PRIME AREAS:
While many bustling areas exist downtown, the spaces between often
fail to keep up due to a lack of communal areas, public awareness,
and intrigue.

Both a church and high school are tied to St. Xavier and offer a
sense of community to the area and also a great deal of history and
heritage. As a beautiful architectural beauty, it holds up as a large
gateway point and visual cue upon entering the area.

RESIDENTIAL:
ST. XAVIER PARK:
Framing the highway entry points, St. Xavier Park area is currently
undefined and lacking both intrigue and community space despite its
growing residential units. It also acts as a primary connection point
to Main Street shopping, the backstage district with Aronoff, P&G
headquarters, and the booming 8th Street Design District.

Sycamore Place lives just across the street and along with several
other residential buildings currently in construction, this neighborhood
will soon be a thriving community.

SURFACE LOT PARKING:
In researching other large cities, surface lots are often removed in
place of business development or underground garages. With a
growing garage right across the street, the St. Xavier area surface
lots should fade out in order to build a more beautiful walking
experience for visitors.
St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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St. Xavier Church
4

ST. XAVIER SPACE
SURFACE LOTS:
4

The church and primary surface lots are shown by the larger red
square while the top rectangle north of Seventh represents a smaller
surface lot and several small businesses.
The lower surface lot next to the church is owned by the St. Xavier
community while the upper smaller lot is owned by an independent
hoping to gain profit on its future development. Both have expressed
interest in further development past parking.
St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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WORK

LIVE

DESIGN DISTRICT:

SYCAMORE PLACE:

With the development of the 8th Street Design District, St. Xavier
is prepped for an influx of creative visitors and residents.

Right across from the primary parking lot connected with the church,
Sycamore Place offers a beautiful place to live with creeping ivy and
a small community space right outside its doors. It also boasts a large
sign promoting the St. Xavier Park area even in its undeveloped state.

NEARBY:
Kolar Design
Glaserworks
Reztark Design Studio
LPK

KZF Design
Senhauser Architects
Marsh
GBBN Architects

SMALL BUSINESSES:
Plenty of small individuals are growing their
unique stores down Main Street and St. Xavier is
the next block ready for development.
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KGB Advertising
Brandstetter Carroll
Alpha 9 Capital
WA Architects

FUTURE PLANS:
DCI, Glaser, the famous local architect John Senhauser, and more have
developed plans in the past for this area as a prime location for future
development. Senhauser currently is developing and constructing an
apartment complex which will provide a huge housing draw to the area.

PLAY
BACKSTAGE DISTRICT
With the Aronoff only one block away, St. Xavier could turn into
a blossoming extension of this arts community, providing both
entertainment through programming or acting as a place to
congregate, hang out and relax before or after a show.

MAIN STREET SHOPPING
Just north of the church, Main Street is growing into a
hotspot for local goods, small businesses, and unique food.

NEARBY:
Arnold’s Bar & Grill
Red Fox Grill
601 Nightclub
Nada

Shanghai Mama’s
Page Sports Bar
Sophia’s Deli
Firstwatch

AUDIENCE
Our goal is to connect with those coming to work, live, and
play wherever you are. In light of St. Xavier Park, we’re hoping
to engage with designers of the 8th Street Design District, local
residents desiring a space for relaxation, and visitors coming
to enjoy the artistic community nearby in Aronoff and the
Contemporary Arts Museum just down the road.

Jose’s Margaritas
Japp’s Bar & Jazz
Silverglade
Fountain Square
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3 PILLARS OF INSPIRATION
NATURE:
In exploring the area, many aspects of nature and influences of
organic aspects were playing out in many different ways. The earthy
tones of the red brick mixed with the green ivy provided a tone for
the area and gave character to it’s cozy alleys and buildings.

HERITAGE:
Architectural elements reflect many eras of design that called out to
a myriad of decades. The history of the buildings is apparent and
culminates in the St. Xavier Cathedral that rises above the surface lots
it sits next to. The Cathedral holds story after story and connects with
the old history of Cincinnati since it’s creation in the mid-1800s.

CREATIVITY:
Right down the street from the design district, the St. Xavier Park links
this artsy community together with the Aronoff Center, another avenue
for creative performances. Along with the church with it’s glowing
stained glass and traditional art, creativity is inexplicably connected
to this community of downtown Cincinnati.
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IDEATION

2' 1/4"

BRANDING:
4' 3/8"

Site explorations offered visuals, design components, and influencing
styles to our overall project assisting in branding both the overall
Cincinnati system and the St. Xavier park test area.

SPACE-MAKING:
Public space and communal areas are two components that drive
both development and residential business. Where people are,
businesses go. The art of creating a space for people to congregate,
relax, and play is critical for a growing community. By growing the
St. Xavier Park neighborhood, it will increase walkability between the
many developing areas of downtown.

WAYFINDING:
Our signage and interactive kiosk components sought to help connect
people from space to space to fill in the gaps of downtown Cincinnati
like stated in our original problem statement.
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EXPLORATION & IDEATION
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BRANDING St. Xavier identity process
INSPIRATION

BRAINSTORMING

COLOR & MATERIAL

PMS 185
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PMS 324

cmyk 8,7,8,0

TYPOGRAPHY

RESOLVED DIRECTION

PARKING
Existing signage downtown: Futura

Website and interactive type treatment: Trade Gothic

On-site reference: Sabon

Diverse type systems
such as Myriad

SABON

FUTURA

typeface for St.
Xavier Park’s
individual
identity/name

typeface for
Cincinnati system,
suggested to
replace online and
wayfinding type
Cherry red is derived from
both the old interior colors
of the church, the red brick
common to the area, and
Saint Xavier’s Asian travels.

Individual Identities
St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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BRANDING structure material investigation
INSPIRATION
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CORTEN STEEL

WROUGHT IRON

RESOLVED DIRECTION: STAINLESS STEEL

INFORMATION
PARKING
ST. XAVIER PARK
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PRINT WAY-FINDING signage
INITIAL IDEATION
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STYLE REFINEMENT

SHAPE REFINEMENT

RESOLVED DIRECTION

FUTURA
top header

Myriad Pro
directions
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INTERACTIVE KIOSK development
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WIREFRAME STRUCTURE

ROUND ONE

Key Elements: Eat & Drink directory, Events list,
and Directions correlating to maps

Key Elements: Filter in Directory, Pictures of location,
differentiating information into cells for more access

ROUND TWO

RESOLVED DIRECTION

Key Elements: Community Locator, Directory
call outs on map with Directions incorporated

Key Elements: Multiple cells for open viewing, able to
attain desired information in one screen, interactive map

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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SPACE-MAKING process
INSPIRATION

CREATIVE SPACES
To liven up the design district, St. Xavier can act as a
gallery space filled with spots for relaxation and admiring
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EXISTING DEVELOPMENT PLANS

PROPOSED PHASES FOR PARK

Glaser and DCI promoted St. Xavier as a space for
residential development alongside small businesses

Taking into account the existing plans and existing surface lots, we propose slowly
transitioning the space into a full on park area coexisting with residential and shops

Final Phase: Transition into a
storefront ground level with
residential above
First Phase: Beautify the parking lot
Second Phase: Transition into a thriving
park and event space for relaxation
First Phase: Along with a beautified
parking lot, this space could act as an
inviting art gallery and lunch garden
Surface Lot: To ensure some church
parking remains, this should stay as
a small lot for church members

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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FINAL SOLUTIONS

a refresh

COMPONENT 1
Develop an over-arching Cincinnati wayfinding
system that focuses on pedestrian walkability
and increases their awareness of communities

COMPONENT 2
Choose a critically placed location to
implement the over-arching wayfinding and
explore the benefits of building up a community
identity and public space

LOGISTICS OF COMPONENT 1
By developing a cohesive system for the entire downtown area, we
can begin creating awareness for pedestrians seeking signage and
guidance. With Futura as a modern and progressive typeface holding
it all together, pedestrians can begin to make connections visually
and ultimately as they walk from place to place.

LOGISITICS OF COMPONENT 2
St. Xavier Park area acts as a perfect representation of a community
with heritage and growing potential. Thus, the over-arching system of
Component 1 can be implemented here to test for it’s effectiveness.
Meanwhile, the St. Xavier Park can build its own identity and grow
as a highlight for residents and visitors through community space.
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS
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A JOURNEY
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DRIVE

WALK

Enter from one way street, either off of highway or city center

Experience storefronts and local businesses

Use one of the many surface lots nearby or parking garages

See pedestrian signage and information kiosks

Parking nearby encourages walking into city center

Feel comfortable connecting to other spaces

Enter off of I-71 or Gilbert Avenue parking on any of the nearby lots

Wander through the many local shops and restaurants nearby on Main St.

RELAX

CONNECT

Check out local jazz clubs or cafes

Walk merely 5 minutes to Fountain Square, the
Backstage District, or more shopping on Main Street

Find a bench, sit with friends, and enjoy
Experience the art gallery and its sponsored exhibits

Relax in the St. Xavier Park area or browse the art gallery

Hop on one of the two streetcar stops lining the park

Explore downtown through the streetcar stop on 8th and Main

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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COMMUNITY SPACE
ST. XAVIER TEST
In order to further test our system and concept of developing an
over-arching system that accomodates and celebrates individual
community identities, we sought to see how St. Xavier Park could
push its branding into a more laid out public space.
The following studies examine what it would look like to pursue
public space as a focal point. However, our developed system can
be integrated easily and beautifully without the proposed green
space solution.

CONSIDERATIONS
Residential: With the development of lofts, Sycamore Place, above
garage apartments, and more, residents will be desiring a place to
have community, relax, and enjoy the surrounding area.
Green space: With little green space around this particular district
and with its existing name as St. Xavier Park, it seemed necessary
to place a park community area in these prime locations.
Surface lots: Obviously, parking is critical. With the growth
of parking garages along the lining streets, parking should be
placated. However, parking could also be integrated beneath
the park area or under other business development as seen in
Washington Park and Fountain Square.
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PHASE 1
7th Street

Streetcar Stop: With a stop at Main and
6th Street, a gathering space to relax
would draw many public transit go-ers.
Art Gallery: Next to the Aronoff and
Design District, an outdoor gallery could
offer education and participation for
visitors through different displays
(see page 49)

Small Businesses &
Parking lot

Main St.

Parking Upgrade: Integrate design
elements such as fencing and entrance
signage to create a more inviting lot

St. Xavier Church

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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PHASE 2
7th Street

Green Space: Always an inviting
characteristic of neighborhoods, green
space offers a wonderful meeting point
for visitors and residents
Event Space: The church can easily use
the vicinity for events and gatherings

Small Businesses &
Parking lot

Main St.

Community Circles: Seating and areas
to eat and work offer people a place to
stay and take a relaxing break

St. Xavier Church
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PHASE 3
Residential: With potential north-side
residential and storefront development,
a communal area is ideal

Sample Spaces

Small Business: With restaurants and
shopping, nearby seating and tables can
build visitors’ desire to explore and still
have a place to come back to and relax

Potential
Residential &
Business

Main St.

Event Space: Open spaces facilitate
events, displays, or art installations from
the nearby design district

Small
Businesses

7th Street

Small Businesses &
Parking lot

Adjacent Park Area

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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BRANDING
LOGO

TYPOGRAPHY

COLOR

Derived from a stained glass window in the back
of the church, it is a synthesis of heritage wrought
iron and rose window inspiration, creativity beauty in
symmetry and form, and nature leaf and floral shapes.

St. Xavier park when referred to outside of
body copy with be presented in Sabon in this
lock up. Futura will be used city wide as body
copy for all systems.

Cherry red is derived from both the old
interior colors of the church, the red brick
common to the area, and Saint Xavier’s
missionary travels in Asia.

St. Xavier Park
SABON BOLD
typeface used only for St. Xavier Park’s
identity/name in structural elements

Primary
Pantone 711 C

for use in structures
and wayfinding

PARKING
INFORMATION
FUTURA
Heavier weight for smaller
application purposes
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typeface for Cincinnati system,
suggested to replace current online
and wayfinding type for consistency

Secondary
Pantone 185 C

for use as subtle contrast
when used alongside
the primary color, online
applications and print

MATERIALITY

BRANDING IN USE

Aluminium will be used city wide as a base material
and will compliment other materials in St. Xavier Park.
As found in the area, both brick and ivy will be an
identifying feature of the neighborhood. A darker tone
of anondized aluminum, reminiscent of wrought iron,
helps bring its own character as well.

City-wide
St. Xavier Park

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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PARK ASSETS
STRUCTURES
The structures proposed to be installed in the park will help
bring a consistent design aesthetic to the area with a creative
and modern feel alongside the classic brick and ivy.
Other community cores to be developed in the future
should implement their own personal stylings that
represent their character best.
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MORE ASSETS
On the far left is an example of what the signage at the entrance to
the park will look like. The fence shown on the right can be a starting
point for the park implemented in Phase One of development. This
fence would ideally be placed around the existing parking lot to add
some identity and place to the area.

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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GALLERY ALLEY
INTERACTIVE GALLERY LOCATED IN WHETSTONE ALLEY
When exiting the streetcar from the nearby stop you can see
Whetstone Alley. With this alley’s close proximity to design district we
decided to develop interactive frames that would showcase different
work through out the year. They could frame posters from local artists,
designers, residents, or even companies. The alleyway would be lit
up at night and would provide users with direct access to the main
part of the park next to St. Xavier Church.

Community Submissions
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Design Firm Series

Individual Designer

Interactive Component

DAY & NIGHT RENDERINGS
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WAYFINDING
CINCINNATI OVER-ARCHING WAYFINDING
These pedestrian kiosks would be placed throughout the city
and are a place where directional information would be found.
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Futura typeface references overarching Cincinnati system

2’

Colors based on the branding
of the community that they are
placed within.
Directions point to other
community cores and their
highlights while referencing the
distance and time to increase
awareness for the user to walk

The base of the structure would
also change depending on the
community it is placed in. It would
correlate to common materials
used in the surrounding area.

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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INTERACTIVE KIOSK
PURPOSE
These pedestrian kiosks would be placed throughout the city providing more
intensive directional guidance and information for other community cores.

MAP
Interactive through the touch screen.
Offers insight on walking distance,
local restaurants, public transit, main
attractions, and more.
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Header alludes to current page
and gives quick synopsis of area

Portion featuring a directory
of local businesses, community
events, and social media activity

Map filter for easier
understanding, filtering is also
possible on main directory

Map portion is moveable by
touch to explore other areas

This scrolling bar shows the other
community cores of Cincinnati.
Just click to explore their page.

St. Xavier Park • Design Systems 2 • Team 8
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OUR DESIRE

Cincinnati as a whole
To build up a cohesive wayfinding system guiding
pedestrians to community cores that will fill in the gaps
between existing major hubs. Thus promoting local
business, walkability, community pride, and safety.
Community cores
As seen in St. Xavier Park, communities have a
natural history and characteristic that when built up
and promoted can bring new life and excitement
to the area. By building up these community cores
such as our test area, Cincinnati can show off its
unique flavor and heritage.
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OUR DESIRE
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THANK YOU
DOWNTOWN CINCINNATI, INC.
We would like to give a special thanks to our client Downtown
Cincinnati, Inc. for working with our team throughout the semester.
Especially David Ginsberg and Mindy Rosen for their insightful
feedback and kind words of encouragement.

JOELL ANGEL-CHUMBLEY, LUCY COSSENTINO,
MARY DIETRICH, AND KELLY KOLAR
We would like to give also thank our professors who took time out of
their busy lives and even their summer to teach us. Without their help,
guidance, and patience we would not have accomplished nearly as
much with the same amount of caliber as we were able to. And for
that we are very much appreciative.

TO BE CONTINUED...
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